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Sammanfattning 
Rapporten beskriver ett examensarbete utfört på Institutionen för maskinkonstruktion på Kungliga 

Tekniska högskolan (KTH). Projektet baserades på en fältstudie utförd i Demokratiska republiken 

Kongo (DR Kongo) och målet var att förse en by i Menikongo med belysning och el till att ladda 

mobiltelefoner. Ett viktigt syfte var att förbättra livet för invånarna i byn. 

Fältstudien utfördes som en Minor Field Study (MFS) under åtta veckor och finansierades av Sida 

och PIEp. Studien uträttades i byn Lwengo Bassila i området Menikongo, ungefär en tio timmar 

lång bilfärd från huvudstaden Kinshasa.  

DR Kongo ligger i centrala Afrika och är det näst största landet i Afrika. Det bor cirka 73,6 miljoner 

människor där, vilket placerar DR Kongo på plats nitton över världens högst befolkade länder. 

Landet blev självständigt år 1960 från belgiskt styre och de officiella språken är franska, lingala, 

kikwana, kikongo och tshibula. DR Kongo har en mycket låg mänsklig utveckling och landet ligger 

på en sista plats på skalan för Human Development Index (HDI) sammanställd av UN Development 

Program. Klimatet är tropiskt med två årstider, nämligen regn- och torrperiod. 

Fältstudien utgick från att installera ett ljussystem som så många bybor som möjligt kunde dra nytta 

av. Lamporna installerades i en paillote (hydda) som låg centralt på gården i byn Lwengo Bassila. 

Det installerades även gårdslampor utomhus och inomhusbelysning i hövdingens hus. Systemet 

hade en lystid på 5 timmar och kunde ladda upp till åtta telefoner på en dag. 

Det gjordes även observationer på det vardagliga livet i byn, vilket innefattade observationer av 

brödbakning, matlagning och införskaffandet av vatten. Vindstyrka mättes kontinuerligt, viktiga 

avstånd noterades och byarna dokumenterades. Syftet var att skapa en bred grund för och främja 

framtida utveckling av systemet och eventuella framtida projekt. 

Det upptäcktes stora behov av det mesta i byn. De flesta bodde i lerhyddor, maten lagades över 

öppen eld och brödbakningen skedde i en vedeldad lerugn. Vattnet hämtades från en vattenkälla 

belägen 50 höjdmeter ned från byn. Avståndet till den närmaste skolan var 2 km och den sträckan 

gick de barn som hade råd att gå i skola varje dag. Vindstyrkan bedömdes vara för låg för nyttjandet 

av ett vindkraftverk. 
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Abstract 
This report describes a master thesis conducted at the Machine Department at the KTH Royal 

Institute of Technology. The project was based on a field study done in the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo (DR Congo) and the aim was to provide a village in Menikongo with lighting and 

electricity for charging mobile phones. One important purpose was to improve the quality of life for 

the villagers. 

The field study was done as a Minor Field Study (MFS) during eight weeks and was financed by 

Sida and PIEp. The study was conducted in the village Lwengo Bassila in the area Menikongo about 

a ten hour car ride away from the capital Kinshasa. 

DR Congo is situated in central Africa and is the second largest country in Africa. The population is 

about 73.6 million, which puts DR Congo on 19
th

 place in the world of countries with the highest 

number of inhabitants. The country declared its independence from Belgian reign in 1960 and the 

official languages are French, Lingala, Kikwana, Kikongo and Tshibula. On the Human 

Development Index (HDI), compiled by the UN Development Program, DR Congo comes in last. 

The climate is tropical with two seasons; rain season and dry season. 

The study was based on installing lighting that as many villagers as possible could benefit from. The 

lamps were installed in a paillote (hut) situated in the center of the village. Outdoor yard lamps and 

lighting inside the chief’s house were also installed. The system could power the lamps for five 

hours and charge up to eight phones in a day. 

Observations on the everyday life in the village was made, which included the baking of bread, 

cooking and the obtainment of water. Wind speeds were calculated, important distances were 

measured, and the villages documented. The purpose was to create a broad base for and encourage 

future development of the system as well as possible future projects. 

Many necessities were lacking in the village. Most of the people lived in huts made of mud, the 

cooking was done over fire and the baking of bread in clay ovens. The water was fetched from a 

water source situated at a 50 m height difference downhill from the village. The distance to the 

school was 2 km to which the children, who could afford it, walked every day. The wind speeds 

were estimated to be too low for the use of a wind turbine. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report is the result of a master thesis done as a Minor Field Study by Heidi Ahmadi Åman and 

Effie Andersson at the KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. The Minor Field Study was 

conducted in the village Lwengo Bassila in area Menikongo situated in the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo. 

This chapter presents the stakeholders and recipients of the project, gives a project background and 

short information about the target country the Democratic Republic of the Congo, defines the 

problem, and presents the aim, objectives and the limitations of the project. This is followed by a 

risk analysis. 

1.1 Stakeholders and Recipients 

The project was carried out for the Department of Machine Design at the KTH Royal Institute of 

Technology (Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan). The main sponsor for the project was the Swedish 

International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida). The project was also funded by the Product 

Innovation Engineering program (PIEp). Since the main aim for this project was to generate 

electricity in a village, the chief of the target village, Rigobert Moupondo, as well as the habitants of 

the village, were the recipients. 

1.2 Project Background 

The desire to do the Master Thesis as a Minor Field Study (MFS) arose early on during the project 

members time of education at KTH. After discussions with the Congolese contact Miza Landström, 

her husband Markus Landström, and Miza’s father Rigobert Moupondo, chief of Menikongo, a need 

for help in the villages in Menikongo was confirmed. Summaries of the interviews are presented in 

Appendix 1 - Interview with Marcus, Miza Landström and Rigobert Moupondo, and Appendix 2 - 

Interview with Miza Landström. In a meeting with mentor Lars Hagman and Gunilla Ölundh the 

project idea of going to the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DR Congo) was discussed and 

decided upon.  The work on defining a project aim and realizing it, began in the summer of 2012 

and the 17
th

 of August the plane left for DR Congo. 

1.2.1 Organizations Involved in the Project 

There have been mainly two organizations financing this project; The Product Innovation 

Engineering Program (PIEp) and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency 

(Sida). In this section their operations are described briefly. 

 The Product Innovation Engineering Program (PIEp) 

PIEp is a research and development program that aims to inspire and promote innovation. Today the 

organization is built up by five universities in Sweden and has a wide network of teachers, 

researchers and postgraduate students. PIEp also have a strong connection to industrial companies. 

The organization funds different projects within research, innovation, and education.  PIEp’s interest 

in this project lies within the potential of future projects and an ongoing collaboration between the 

villages in Menikongo and KTH. It opens up for the possibility of new product innovation and ideas 

for improving life in one of the poorest countries in Africa. (PIEp, 2012) 
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 Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) 

Sida is a governmental organization in Sweden that aims to decrease poverty in the world (Sida, 

2012a). The fields that Sida focuses on are; democracy, equality and human rights, economic 

development, knowledge, health and social development, sustainable development, and human 

security.  The goal is to create conditions under which poor people can improve their quality of life 

and this is why Sida has sponsored the Minor Field Study to DR Congo. (Sida, 2012b)  

1.3 Problem Definition 

After a brief discussion over Skype with the chief Rigobert Moupondo in May 2012 a need for 

everything that can make life better, such as electricity, a water source, good education, medical and 

health care, in the village was confirmed. To define the outline of the master thesis and the project 

several energy sources were investigated and a decision was made based upon decision matrices. 

The problem definition was narrowed down to providing a school or a public building with light by 

using solar energy. Furthermore the problem definition was to define future project suggestions and 

future development by conducting thorough documentation at the target village and the surrounding 

areas. 

1.4 Aims and Objectives 

The primary aim for this project was to improve life for the people in the village Lwengo Bassila by 

generating electricity with solar power for lightening and charging of mobile devices. The lightening 

was intended to be beneficial and available for as many villagers as possible. Furthermore the aim 

was to create a system that was durable in the target climate, had a long expected lifetime, was 

relatively economical, and was environmentally friendly. 

A secondary aim was to investigate, observe and record the conditions in the village in order to 

encourage and facilitate future projects and further development of the system. 

1.5 Limitations and Delimitations 

The pre-study of this project was limited to finding information about the target area online as well 

as in discussions and interviews with people who had been there. The project members had no 

personal experience from Africa or the village; this affected the problem definition and limited it to 

the use of solar power. 

The budget also affected the project since the scholarship from Sida (50 000 SEK) and PIEp (20 000 

SEK) was meant to cover food, travel, living, vaccinations, and prototype building costs. The 

material costs for the prototype were limited to a maximum of 10 000 SEK. 

Since the components were to be transported from Sweden to DR Congo, the weight and dimensions 

were limited to be of portable size. 

To keep the product as simple as possible it was limited to have two outlets; one for lightening and 

one for charging devices.  
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Since the Minor Field Study duration was eight weeks the documentation of the country and village 

was limited to the specific time period and the occurring climate. Time length for the master thesis 

was decided to be approximately five months. 

The delimitations for the project have been the following: 

 There was no focus put on the design of the lamps since it was the basic functionality of 

lighting that was important at this stage. Consequently the construction and design of lamp 

shades or lenses was not looked into. This was regarded as a possible future development. 

 A business case was not made. This was regarded as a possible future development of the 

project. 

 The decision of energy source has not taken into consideration alternatives that are not 

environmentally friendly. 

 In order to keep the product internationally functional, no further research was made of 

specific outlets that were not of universal standards. 

 There was no research conducted on alternatives ways of constructing the regulator box due 

to limitations in time, cost and the limited access to materials and tools during the general 

industrial holiday. 

 

1.6 Risk Analysis 

To identify and avoid potential risks during the project a risk analysis was made. It is shown in its 

entirety in Appendix 3 – Risk Analysis of the Project (Van der Cruyssen, 2007). 

The main risk for the project during the time spent in DR Congo was that the sensitive components 

such as the solar panel, the regulator and the lamps would break during transport. To prevent the 

solar panel from breaking during flight it was wrapped in rigorous amounts of bubble wrap and 

packed in a cardboard container. The regulator and lamps were firmly packed in the checked-in 

luggage. 

The second largest risk was the possible prohibition to bring the battery on-board the aircraft for 

transport from Sweden to DR Congo. This was prevented by having contacted the security 

department at the airports as well as Ethiopian Airlines and having printed certificates in the carry-

on. 

One risk for the project was sickness among the project members, which was prevented by taking 

precautionary actions like vaccinations and frequent use of alcoholic hand wash. Other risks for the 

project included that the battery was not delivered in time and that the material brought to DR 

Congo was not of sufficient amount. 
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2 METHOD 

This chapter lays out the different methods, models and theories that have been used during the 

project. It presents the project model, grounded theory, research methods, interview method, 

observations and demonstrations, validity and reliability, evaluation, and finally how the pre-study 

was conducted. 

2.1 Project Model 

An agile model called Scrum is based on meetings in the morning held by a scrum-master and the 

work is divided into stages. The method has a customer focus and often consists of supplying sub-

goals. Since the best result is given when five to seven people work close together, according to 

Tonnquist (2004), and this project consisted of only two project members this method was not used. 

The Stage-Gate process is a useful project model for product development. It is based on working 

stages and decision gates that takes the idea to a final product, see Figure 1(a) (Tonnquist, 2004). 

The project was divided into four different stages; pre-study, product development, field study and 

report writing. The time for each stage was estimated. 

    

Figure 1. (a) An overview of the Stage-Gate model (Source: 12Manage)
1
  (b) The pulse board 

To get a brief and detailed overview of the project, a pulse board (Swedish: pulstavla) was made in 

the office, see Figure 1(b). The table was updated every morning. To visualize the progress of the 

project, colored post-its were fastened on the white board. Green colored post-its meant “to do/task” 

and illustrated the actual work, yellow meant “meeting”, orange stated the “dead line” for when 

something had to be finished, pink meant “missiles” and was prioritized urgent tasks. The used post-

its were collected and saved to further visualize the progress. Next to the overview of the entire 

project period, was a checklist for the current week.  (IDG, 2006) (Åhr, et al., 2006) 

The Stage-Gate process and pulse board were combined to simplify the start-up of the project and 

also modified to fit the work load for two persons.  

In addition to these organizational models the communication was structured to avoid conflicts and 

facilitate the work progress (Brooks, 2009). An e-mail account was created for internal and external 

communication. It is important to have the documents in a place where it can be accessed by all 

                                                 
1
 http://www.12manage.com/images/picture_cooper_stage-gate.gif [Accessed: 26 October 2012] 

 

http://www.12manage.com/images/picture_cooper_stage-gate.gif
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group members, which is why the file hosting service Dropbox was used to organize and backup 

documents during the project (Tonnquist, 2004). 

The external communication with the project advisor, Lars Hagman, happened via e-mail, weekly 

reports and meetings. During the Minor Field Study the degree of communication was decreased 

due to lack of internet access. Furthermore a blog was setup and updated continuously with 

notifications and pictures to visualize the work for interested parties and blog readers. 

A document template was formed to organize written texts and to facilitate the structuring of the 

report. The progress of the work was documented and photographed. 

2.2 Grounded Theory 

The purpose of this method is to ground the theory through empirical open minded studies and by 

using and analyzing qualitative data from specific cases. The result is used as the theoretical 

framework and the collected data is not regulated by a pre-adopted hypothesis. In this project the 

experiences from the field study in the village was used as data. (Glaser, 2012) (Johansson, 2004) 

2.3 Research methods 

Both qualitative and quantitative research methods were used in the project. The qualitative methods 

that have been used are interviews and observations meant to deepen the understanding of the 

culture. The quantitative methods have been based on statistical results. (Ritzén, 2011) (Berglund, 

2010) 

2.4 Interviews 

Two types of interview forms have been used during the project. The first one is semi-structured 

interviews consisting of open questions in an undecided order with the possibility to add questions 

during the prepared interview. The same questions can be asked in other situations to get a different 

perspective. The second form is unstructured interviews where one or more questions are prepared 

and the rest are attendant questions during the session. (Berglund, 2010) (Ritzén, 2011) 

In order to collect data, three face-to-face interviews were held in Sweden and DR Congo. One of 

the benefits of conducting an interview in person is that the responses are more easily perceived 

compared to interviews done over phone where facial expressions and body language are lost. The 

interviews conducted in DR Congo were held with the help of an amateur interpreter; consequently 

it helped to hold the interviews face-to-face. In the beginning the interviews were semi-structured 

but became more unstructured towards the end with open discussions. (Denscombe, 2007) The 

interviews were conducted with one person asking the questions and the other writing down the 

answers. 

2.5 Observations 

Observations were made during the three week time period in the village Lwengo Bassila. A few 

people in the village were observed with a non-probability sampling, which means that the survey 

was made without knowledge if the people were representative for the rest of the village members or 

population. (Denscombe, 2007)  
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Participant observation was a technique that was used in the field studies where the aim was to be a 

participant, get the experience, and understanding of the culture. Another technique that was used is 

called systematic observation and is the opposite of participant observation. Instead of interaction 

there is only observation. Both techniques generate qualitative and quantitative data, which were 

documented by photography, filming, and taking notes. (Denscombe, 2007) 

2.6 Validity and Reliability 

Before using any data the information was validated and the reliability checked. One way to 

critically review a source is to use triangulation, which is a process where several sources or 

perspectives are used to verify the same data, method, research or theory. Triangulations can also be 

used to get different views of the same issue. (Johansson, 2004) (Denscombe, 2007) 

2.7 Evaluation 

The project plan was continuously updated and compared to the project aim. Thereof the work was 

evaluated covering its time-consumption, quality and result. During the Minor Field Study, the 

villagers were questioned about their perception of the result and in which way their life was 

affected. The technical result of the study was evaluated.  

2.8 Pre-Study 

Before the departure to DR Congo, a pre-study was made in order to obtain information for the field 

study and for the construction and development of the product. To further deepen the knowledge on 

how to conduct a Minor Field Study, research of previous Minor Field Studies was made through 

reading reports and talking to other students that had been in Africa. What is more, a three-day 

course in Härnösand held by Sida was attended. The course regarded topics such as aid, poverty, 

communication, ethics and how to conduct a Minor Field Study. Furthermore, a literature study 

online about the conditions in DR Congo was performed. 

2.8.1 Choices 

As a part of the pre-study, before construction, different choices were made regarding energy source, 

concept and technical components. The choices were based on assessments made by listing 

important features and requirements on existing products and comparing them to each other. In 

some choices a weighted decision matrix was used, which is done by listing important qualities and 

requirements and weighting them with a score. The choices are then given a score depending on 

how well they fulfill the set up qualities. The score of each choice is multiplied with the weighing of 

corresponding quality. The product of each score and weighing are summarized, which give a total 

score for each choice that is comparable to the other. The choice with the highest total score is 

chosen as the optimal choice. (Weighted Decision, 2012) 

2.8.2 Quality Function Matrix - QFD 

A quality function deployment matrix (QFD) was compiled in order to get an overview of customer 

values and product properties. In a QFD, the requirements from stakeholders and the product 

qualities are weighted against each other and the result is a matrix that shows what focus the project 

should have.  The QFD also states which the key stakeholders are. (Mechanical Engineering Design 

Methodology, 1997)  
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2.8.3 Requirement Specification 

After summarizing the criteria for the QFD a requirement specification was made. It shows the 

requirements set up for the system and these were used as guidelines and help during the concept 

generation, development and construction of the system. Requirements make the project more 

perspicuous (Tonnquist, 2004). 

2.8.4 Concept Generation 

To produce ideas for product development different concepts were compiled. The time limit for the 

concept generation was set to three weeks. The first two weeks were based on individual thinking 

and sketching of ideas. The last week began with a presentation and a following brainstorming 

session. More ideas came up and new concepts were produced.  
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter presents the theory that has been the base for this project. It presents some facts about 

the country DR Congo followed by theory about wind and solar power, the quality function 

deployment matrix used to identify important key facts for the project, battery and lamps. The 

different types of energy sources, batteries and lamps are compared to each other respectively. 

3.1 Democratic Republic of the Congo 

The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DR Congo) is situated in central Africa and is the 11
th

 

largest country in the world with a land area of 2,267,048 km
2
, see Figure 2. With a population of 

approximately 73.6 million people, DR Congo has the 19
th

 highest population number in the world. 

(CIA, 2012) 

 

Figure 2. Map of Africa with DR Congo marked in green (Source: CIA – The World Factbook
2
) 

The country, which gained its independence from Belgium in 1960, is divided into ten provinces. 

The official languages are French, Lingala, Kikwana, Kikongo, and Tshiluba. (CIA, 2012) 

The Human Development Index (HDI) is a way of measuring the development of a country by 

combining a number of key indicators such as life expectancy, educational attainment and income. 

On the HDI rankings from 2011, compiled by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP, 

2011), DR Congo comes in last on position 187 with a very low HDI. In comparison, Sweden comes 

in 10
th

. 

The closest city to the target village Lwengo Bassila in DR Congo is Kikwit where there is a tropical 

climate. The maximum average temperature is around 30 ºC and the minimum temperature is 

around 15 ºC. There can also be heavy rains in the rain season. The wettest month is October when 

the average precipitation is around 200 mm. The average number of hours of sun is 150-200 hours 

all year round, see Figure 3. (World Weather and Climate Information, 2009) 

                                                 
2
 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/cg.html [Accessed: 24 October 2012] 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/cg.html
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Figure 3. Chart of average monthly hours of sun in Kikwit (Source: World Weather and Climate Information
3
)  

DR Congo has a very high rate of death caused by a non-communicable disease (NCD) such as 

cancer, stroke, diabetes, heart and respiratory disease (WHO, 2012a). In 2008 the NCD mortality 

among females was 806 per 100 000 population and among male 866 (WHO, 2011b). Malaria is a 

common disease in DR Congo and the mortality rate due to malaria was 193 per 100 000 population 

in 2008 (WHO, 2012c).   

3.2 Energy Source Theory 

There are different types of energy sources that can be used to generate electricity. Two of the most 

common renewable and small sized ones are solar power and wind power. In this section a short 

theory part on the two energy sources is presented followed by a weighted decision matrix that is 

used to make an optimal choice of energy source. 

 Wind Power 

The energy that the wind holds can be harvested by using a wind turbine. A wind turbine generally 

consists of a rotor, axis, transmission and a generator. There are two types of wind turbines; one 

with a horizontal axis (HAWT) and one with a vertical axis (VAWT). (All Small Wind Turbines, 

2012) 

The “common” wind turbine is the one with a horizontal axis, where the turbine blades are attached 

to a rotor that points in the direction of the wind. A small-scale wind turbine of this kind often has 

two or three rotor blades. (Eriksson, et al., 2008) (Scottish Natural Heritage, 2012) 

A wind turbine with the blades attached in a vertical rotor is called a vertical axis wind turbine. This 

type of wind turbine often requires larger blade surfaces and extra arms for support of the turbine 

blades compared to a HAWT. The VAWT is quieter and therefore suitable in urban areas. (Eriksson, 

et al., 2008) (Scottish Natural Heritage, 2012) 

 

                                                 
3
 http://www.weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-Rainfall-Temperature-Sunshine,Kikwit,Zaire [Accessed: 5 July 

2012] 

http://www.weather-and-climate.com/average-monthly-Rainfall-Temperature-Sunshine,Kikwit,Zaire
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 Solar Power 

The energy that can be harvested from the sun is called solar power. The amount of solar power that 

can be used depends on where one is situated. By the equator the solar power is the highest due to 

the sunrays angle of incidence and that the rays have a shorter distance to travel there. (Zinko, n.d) 

The most common way to harvest the suns energy is to use solar cell panels.  

The solar cell is usually constructed out of a thin silicon plate with metal contacts in the front and a 

metal sheet on the backside. An electrical voltage of around 0.5 V is created when the sunrays hit 

the surface and by connecting the metal contacts a current of 3 A can be generated. The solar panels 

can be connected to a 12 V battery or to the electrical grid, but to be able to connect electrical 

devices to it, a transducer is needed. Usually solar cell panels are sold as modules consisting of 36 

cells that are connected in series. The cells are placed under a protective cover made of cured glass. 

(Palmblad, 2010) (Edoff, 2011) 

3.2.2 Comparison of Energy Sources 

A weighted decision matrix was made to compare the two energy sources. The criteria were the 

main characteristics that were interesting for choosing an energy source for this project, these are 

presented below. The results are shown in Chapter 4.1 – Choice of Energy Source. 

 Pricing 

For this project it is important to keep the prices low due to the limited budget. A complete package 

with a solar cell panel with the sufficient amount of capacity for this project costs around 520 USD 

(Conrad, 2012). A generator for a wind turbine can cost up to 1 000 USD for the generator alone 

(Lego Elektronik, 2011). A wind turbine would be more expensive to build than to use solar cell 

panels. 

 Environmental Impact 

The biggest environmental effects of wind turbines come from visual pollution, noise and vibrations. 

Otherwise there is little research on the environmental impact of a small scale wind turbine. 

(Distributed Generation, 2007) The use of solar power has a minimal impact on the environment 

because there are no residual substances produced in the process. Solar panels can, however, contain 

hazardous substances that are released in the environment when the solar panel is damaged or 

disposed of improperly. (Anderson, 2012) Both energy sources are natural ways of harnessing 

energy, thus having almost equal environmental impact. 

 Feasibility 

Both of the energy sources are feasible and realizable. 

 Expected Lifetime 

According to Wineur (2012) about 68 % of all store bought urban wind turbines have a lifetime of 

less than 25 years. The expected lifetime for solar cell panels are estimated to about 25 years, but the 

weather temperature and air humidity are factors that can shorten it (Palmblad, 2010).  
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 Safety 

Wind Power stations are exposed to huge forces and tensions. A misplaced wind power station can 

cause serious injuries. (Windforce, 2011) In Sweden wind power stations must be CE-marked which 

means that the producer or importer must testify that health- and security requirements from 

Arbetsmiljöverket and Elsäkerhetsverket are withheld. (Vindlov, 2010) Today there are no rules of 

security distance between the wind turbine location and nearby residences, but the recommendation 

is three times the length of the hub height. (Nätverket för vindbruk, 2011) 

A solar cell always produces direct current (DC) and therefore has a voltage even if the sun does not 

shine, which is important during connection of electrical devices or modules. One should never 

connect a device while the solar panel is out in sunlight and generating an electrical current, to avoid 

electrical shock. (Solelprogrammet, 2012) In this project, however, voltages and currents of life 

hazardous amounts will not be used, hence giving the solar panel a higher score in the matrix. 

 Heat Resistance 

The most heat sensitive part in a wind turbine is the generator. For most generators, the maximal 

temperature of the generator magnet is 150°C (Lego Elektronik, 2011). This is not only connected to 

the outside temperature but also to the heat that develops inside the generator due to mechanical 

movement. When the temperature reaches this degree, the generator is no longer functional. Solar 

panels are meant to be in direct sunlight, although the temperature of the solar panel itself can affect 

the overall output of electricity (Alchemie Limited Inc., 2012). The solar panel is, nevertheless, 

regarded as being more tolerant to heat than the wind turbine. 

 Moisture Resistance 

Moisture is one of the biggest potential causes of failure and damage in wind turbines. The damage 

does not happen immediately but over a few years (Cotes, 2012). Solar panels that are exposed to 

moisture over several months can corrode and be weakened in the connections between the solar 

panel cells (Santucci, 2012). Thus, both the wind turbine and solar panel score equally on moisture 

resistance.  

 Effect Output per Year 

A 1.55 kW small scale wind turbine can produce 3 000-3 500 kWh per year at a wind speed of 6 m/s 

(Hybrid Energy, 2012). A 1 kW solar cell panel that is placed in an optimal angel to the sun can 

produce up to 800 kWh per year (Andersson, 1999). Therefore, the wind turbine scores higher in the 

decision matrix than the solar panel. 

3.3 Quality Function Matrix Theory 

QFD is a Japanese method from 1960 and a tool that is frequently used in Product Development 

processes. The purpose is to get an overview of requirements and properties by combining them in a 

matrix to help the developer find focus areas. (Mechanical Engineering Design Methodology, 1997) 

The different parts of the QFD are explained in the following paragraphs. 
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 Customer Segments 

When a product is developed it is important to identify the stakeholders, meaning the parties who 

will use the product or otherwise have an interest in the outcome of it. These fall into the customer 

segments. (Kjellberg, 2011) 

 Customer Requirements 

A list of the demands and possible needs a customer might have on the product were written down. 

The importance of each requirement to respective customer segment was weighted on a scale of 1-5, 

where 5 were most important and 1 was less significant. It is important that the requirements are 

specific, clear and do not "determine the solution”. (Kjellberg, 2011) 

 Product Properties 

The product has a number of measurable properties that have to meet the customer requirements. 

These were listed and ranked based on what is important for each of the segments. Thereafter the 

lists were assembled in a QFD-matrix. On the grid, one can then discern the linkages between them. 

The correlations are weighted with 9, 3 and 1, where 9 is a strong connection and 1 a vague 

connection. No mark means that there is no connection. (Kjellberg, 2011) 

3.4 Battery Theory 

There are a lot of different types of batteries on the market today. For this project the types that are 

considered to be of interest are lead-acid batteries and lithium-ion batteries with the capacity of 12 V 

and 8 Ah. 

 Lead-Acid Battery 

A 12 V lead-acid battery consists of six identical 2 V-cells lined up in a series. Each cell is made of 

lead plates of different compositions, lead dioxide and pure lead, and is sunk into a sulfuric acid. 

The sulphuric acid reacts chemically with the lead dioxide plate connected to the positive terminal 

of the battery, and with the pure lead plates connected to the negative terminal. The reaction 

between the plates when electrodes pass from the lead oxide plates to the pure lead plates is the 

current of electricity that is harnessed in the battery. When charging a lead acid battery the lead 

dioxide plates are refilled with positive electrons. If the battery is frequently discharged to deeply, 

sulphur molecules will start to coat the lead of the plates, leaving the battery dead and un-

rechargeable. (Renewable Energy UK, 2012) 

There are two types of lead-acid batteries; starting batteries, which transmit a short burst of high 

energy to start an engine, and deep-cycle batteries, which deliver a steady level of power over a long 

period of time (Battery Council International, 2010). The latter one of the two would be relevant for 

this project. 

 Lithium-Ion batteries 

The lithium-ion battery consists of a positive anode, usually made of carbon, and a negative cathode, 

made of lithium. During charge lithium ion electrons move from the cathode to the anode and the 

reverse happens during discharge. (Battery University, 2012a) The electrodes in a lithium-ion 

battery are made of lightweight lithium and carbon which makes the battery much lighter than other 

rechargeable batteries of the same size. Furthermore lithium is a highly reactive element, which 
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means that its atomic bonds can hold a lot of energy. Therefore a lithium-ion battery has a very high 

energy density. Lithium-ion batteries also have a long shelf-life, meaning they have a low self-

discharge rate. Lithium easily reacts with other elements and therefore it is important that the battery 

is completely sealed and handled with care so it does not crack. If a lithium-ion battery is 

completely discharged, it is dead and there is a small chance that if the battery pack fails, it will 

burst into flames. (How Stuff Works, 2012) (Everything2, 2002) 

There are different types of lithium-ion batteries and the difference often lies in the compounds of 

the cathode. Two of the common lithium-ion battery types are lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) and 

lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2), which are compared to the lead-acid battery. (Battery University, 

2012a) 

3.4.2 Comparison of Batteries 

A table with chosen criteria from the requirement specification was made where the lead-acid 

battery and the two lithium-ion batteries are compared, see Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison between lead-acid batteries and two lithium-ion batteries 

Criteria Lead Acid  

(Pb) 

Lithium Iron 

Phosphate 

(LiFePO4) 

Lithium Cobalt 

Oxide 

(LiCoO2) 

Source 

Size 151*65*941 mm 135*70*100 mm 135*70*100 mm 
(Alibaba.com, 

2012) 

Weight 2.5 kg 1.5 kg 1.5 kg 
(Alibaba.com, 

2012) 

Cost 4-50 USD 20-200 USD 20-200 USD 
(Alibaba.com, 

2012) 

Energy per 

Volume 
60-75 Wh/L 250 Wh/L 220-350 Wh/L 

(Electropaedia, 

2005) 

Energy per 

Weight 
30-40 Wh/kg 150 Wh/kg 90-140 Wh/kg 

(Electropaedia, 

2005) 

Lifetime at 25°C 100 % 100 % 100 % 

(Ultralife 

Corporation, 

2012) 

Lifetime at 36°C 25 % 100 % 100 % 

(Ultralife 

Corporation, 

2012) 

Lifetime at 60°C 0 % 100 % 100 % 

(Ultralife 

Corporation, 

2012) 

 

A decision matrix was drawn to further compare the battery types and choose the optimal choice for 

this project. The criteria are the main characteristics that are of interest and are presented below. The 

results are shown in Chapter 4.5 – Choice of Battery. 
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 Volume to Capacity Ratio - Energy per Volume, Wh/L  

When choosing a battery an important attribute is the energy density, which is the amount of power 

a battery can hold per volume unit. With a high energy density a battery can be of smaller size 

without compromising with the power output. A lithium-ion battery can have up to four times higher 

energy density than a lead-acid battery. (Electropaedia, 2005) 

 Weight to Capacity Ratio - Energy per Weight, Wh/kg   

This criteria also has a connection to the energy density but foremost to the contents of the battery. 

Lead is a heavy metal with a high density of 11.34 g/cm
3
 at 20  whereas lithium is a light material 

with the density of 0.53 g/cm
3
 (Lenntech, 2011). 

 Pricing 

Due to the fact that this project has a limited budget, the cost of the battery is of great importance. 

Optimally a battery with a reasonable price in regards to its other properties is chosen. The price on 

lead-acid batteries is much lower than lithium-ion batteries. 

 Expected Lifetime 

The number of times a battery can be recharged depends on how deep it is discharged. At 50 % 

discharge levels a lithium cobalt battery is estimated to 1000 discharge cycles whereas the lead acid 

battery is estimated to 500. The lithium-ion batteries have a longer lifetime than lead-acid batteries 

when temperatures reach over 25°C. (Ultralife Corporation, 2012) 

 Self-discharge 

The electrical capacity that is lost when a battery is not in use is the batteries self-discharge, also 

known as the batteries shelf-life. The shelf-life time of a lithium-ion battery decreases with 8 % the 

first month and thereafter 2 % every month. The shelf-life of a lead-acid battery stored in 30
o
C 

decreases by 50 % in three to four months. Therefore lead-acid batteries have a very short shelf-life 

but can, on the other hand, be recharged. (Corrosion Doctors, 2012) 

 Charge/Discharge 

The charger of a lead-acid battery and a lithium-ion battery is similar in a way that it restricts the 

voltage flow. The difference is that the charging of the lithium-ion battery requires special circuits to 

control the charge and discharge as they cannot accept overcharge. The charging of a lead-acid 

battery is more flexible when it comes to voltage cut-offs. A lithium-ion battery can, however, be 

charged much faster than a lead-acid battery and with a lithium-ion battery no periodic maintenance 

is required. (Battery University, 2012b) 

 Safety 

There is a risk of explosion with lead-acid batteries and with lithium-ion batteries, thus both battery 

types must be handled with great care. A lead-acid battery contains a liquid of sulfuric acid and 

water that always must be at a level so that the cells inside the battery are covered. If the cells are 

not covered, the battery could explode. (University of Wisconsin System, 2010) Lithium is a 

substance that easily reacts with other elements and therefore a lithium-ion battery must be 

completely sealed otherwise it could explode. 
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 Heat Resistance 

It is important that the battery can withstand the climate it is meant for, in this case a tropical climate.  

The average maximum temperature in Kikwit, the closest city to the target village, is around 30 ºC. 

(World Weather and Climate Information, 2009).  

The optimal operating temperature for both battery types is 25°C. The performance of the lithium-

ion batteries is constant when the temperature rises above 25°C, while the performance of the lead-

acid battery decreases. (Ultralife Corporation, 2012) 

 Environmental Impact 

The lead-acid battery contains the toxic metal lead, which can contaminate soil and water if not 

disposed of properly. It is an extremely harmful for the environment as it cannot dissipate, decay, 

dissolve in water, or biodegrade. The sulfuric acid in lead-batteries is corrosive. (Environmental 

Virtual Campus, 2012) 

Lithium is an alkali metal that easily reacts with other elements, such as water. Many of these 

reactions can cause explosions or be flammable and give off toxic fumes. Cobalt is a substance that 

occurs naturally in the environment and humans can be exposed to it. In high concentrations, 

however, it is hazardous to human and animal health. Phosphates are also found in nature, but can in 

high concentrations disrupt animal life in water. Iron is a substance that exists naturally in humans, 

animals and plants. Too high concentrations can be dangerous. (Lenntech, 2011) 

The over-all environmental impact of the lead-acid battery can be considered to be higher than with 

the lithium-ion batteries unless the lead-acid battery is handled and disposed of in an 

environmentally friendly way. 

3.5 Lamp Theory 

There are three alternatives when choosing lamps since the traditional light bulb has been phased out. 

They are all described below and are compared to the original light bulb.  

 Halogen  

Halogen light resembles light bulbs and the expected life time is 2 000-3 000 hours. They also light 

up immediately when turned on. Since their filaments are thin, they are sensitive to vibrations and 

discontinuous voltage. When in use, the halogen lamp can save 30-50 % in energy consumption 

compared to the use of a traditional bulb. (Lampinfo, 2012a) 

 Low Energy 

These lamps are better than light bulbs in many ways, but contain quicksilver and must therefore be 

recycled to not damage nature. They can be exposed to vibrations, hits and variations in voltage. 

(Lampinfo, 2012b) The low energy lamp can save 80 % in energy consumption and have a lifetime 

of 6000- 15 000 hours. The lifetime depends on how many times the lights are switched on and off 

and the number of times is limited to 3 000-6 000 times for some lamps. Furthermore, the lamps 

need to be warmed up for 15 to 150 seconds before they light up fully (Ledme, 2012). Low energy 

lamps generate less heat but their efficiency decrease over time (Lågenergilampor, 2012). 
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LED 

LED-lamps are very tolerant to vibrations because they are made of solid components. The 

lightening time is short; the lamps shine immediately when voltage is connected. LED-lamps are not 

affected of being switched on and off. (Nordic Control, 2012) The saved amount of energy 

compared to the light bulb is 80 % and the expected lifetime for a LED-lamp is 15 000-50 000 

hours. The light ray does not generate heat and therefore is the most fireproof and preferred 

illumination in schools. However, the lamp does generate heat and to keep the lifetime high the heat 

must be deflected. (Lampinfo, 2012c) (Ledme, 2012). The price of a LED-lamp of good quality is 

relatively high (Lampinfo, 2012c).  

3.5.2 Comparison of Lamps 

Light bulbs, Halogen and LED-lamps generate nearly the same electrical and magnetic fields. Low 

energy luminous lamps give a bit stronger electric field but the field strength is negligible 500 mm 

from the light source. Ordinary usage would not affect health. (Strålsäkerhetsmyndigheten, 2010) 

To explain the color temperature of light, the Kelvin scale can be useful, see Figure 4. Lamps have a 

temperature around 3000 K and daylight 5500-6500 K (Nordic Control, 2012). Colder light is 

normally used at workplaces. (Ledme, 2012) 

 

Figure 4. Scale of temperature color (Source: Nordic Control, 2012
4
) 

Light flow in Lumen (lm) can be used to compare visible light between lamps. Table 2 shows a 

comparison between different lamp types. The final choice is presented in Chapter 4.6 – Choice of 

Lamps. 

Table 2. Comparison of different lamps 

Type Lifetime 
[h] 

Light Flow 
[lm] 

Power 
[W] 

Color 

Temp. 
[K] 

Price 
[SEK] 

Source 

 

Bulb 1000 400 40 2700 6,95 (Lightclub, 2012) 

Halogen 2000 345 28 2700 19 (Lightclub, 2012) 

Low 

Energy 
15 000 405 9 2700 99 (Lightclub, 2012) 

LED 25 000 420 8 2800 149 (Lightclub, 2012) 

                                                 
4
 http://www.nordiccontrol.com/produkter/arbetsbelysning/teori.aspx [Accessed: 5 August 2012] 

http://www.nordiccontrol.com/produkter/arbetsbelysning/teori.aspx
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4 Results of Pre-study 

In this chapter the results of the pre-study is presented in following order; choice of energy source, 

results from QFD, the requirement specification, concept generation, and finally choice of battery 

and lamps.  

4.1 Choice of Energy Source 

The matrix for the wind turbine and the solar panel weighed against the previously mentioned 

criteria is shown in Table 3. The matrix shows an equal outcome, but with the solar cell panels in the 

lead. 

Table 3. Weighted decision matrix  of the choice of energy source 

Criteria Weight (1-

5) 

Wind Turbine Solar Cell Panel 

 W v t v t 

Pricing 5 2 10 3 15 

Environmental impact 3 3 9 4 12 

Feasibility 5 5 25 5 25 

Expected lifetime 4 4 16 4 16 

Safety 3 4 12 5 15 

Heat resistance 3 3 9 5 15 

Moisture resistance 3 3 9 3 9 

Effect output per hour 3 5 15 2 6 

Total score   105  114 

Ranking  2 1 

 

Although the wind turbine and the solar panel scores almost equally, the latter is the optimal choice 

for this project. One must take into consideration that knowledge on the wind conditions in the 

target village is inadequate, so it is hard to say if wind power can be used. Solar power can, however, 

be used owing to the amount of sun hours in the target village. 

4.2 Quality Function Matrix - QFD 

The first segment of this project was the target village. The second segment was other students. The 

school where the project was done, KTH, was a form of owner or client, and was the third segment. 

The fourth and fifth segments were the sponsors of the project; Sida and PIEp. The sponsors were 

separated as two own segments because they had different interests in the project. 

The matrix shows which correlations of customer requirements and product properties that are most 

important to focus on and develop, more details are shown in Appendix 4 – QFD-Matrix. 

 Customer Requirements 

The most important requirements according to the QFD were that the product should be safe to use 

and provide business opportunities. These criteria had a result of 11 %. The second most important 

were that the product should power different products and power several electrical products at the 

same time, which scored 10 %. 
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 Product Properties 

The most important product properties according to the QFD were that the battery had a high 

capacity (14 %) as well as the solar panel (11 %) with a 12 V output (11 %). 

4.3 Requirement Specification 

The requirement specification shown in Appendix 5 – Requirement Specification shows that the 

most important requirements for this product was: 

 Price – the product had to be affordable since the budget was limited 

 Rechargeable – the product must have the possibility to be used several times 

 Safe to use – the product must cause no injuries 

 Long expected lifetime – because reparations can be difficult due to location of the village  

 Environmentally friendly – because of lack of recycling possibilities in the village 

 User-friendly – the product must be intuitive and easy to understand 

 Easy to transport – the product must fit checked-in luggage at airport 

 Heat resistant – the product must be heat resistant due to high temperature at final location 

4.4 Concept Generation 

In the following section the concepts are described further and lastly a choice of a final concept is 

made. 

4.4.1 Description of Concepts 

Following concepts were generated during the three week period. 

 Sun Basket 

The sun basket is a box that carries solar cells from the IKEA-lamp Sunnan (IKEA, 2012), see 

Figure 5. During the day the locked basket, with a glass or plastic lid, is placed on the roof and in 

the evening the batteries are collected and inserted into the lamp.  

 

Figure 5. Sketch of the sun basket 
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LED-light Lamps 

One idea was to connect LED-lamps in parallel or serial connection and focus their light with lenses, 

see Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Sketch of LED-lamps in a classroom 

 Different Ways of Using Solar Cells 

The energy from the sun can be captured in different ways, which was an idea some of the concepts 

played with, see Figure 7. A solar cell panel could be made portable by making the solar cells 

flexible so that the panel can be rolled up like a rug, and rolled out anywhere the sun is. Another 

idea is to use the same principle as in a photo frame. 

 

Figure 7. Sketches of different ways of using Solar Cells 
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4.4.2 Concept Selection 

The decision of the final concept was made through discussion and feasibility. The concepts were 

sorted by dividing post-its with ideas from the concept generation into three categories; yes, maybe 

or no. The yes-category consisted of concepts that were thought of as realizable, concepts that were 

thought of as non-suitable were placed in the no-category, and in the last category were the concepts 

that required more information. The result is shown in Figure 8 .  

 

Figure 8. Post-its visualize the Concept selection 

The concepts in the categories yes and maybe were researched further during the rest of the week. 

For example, a visit to a lamp and electronics store gave information on how much light LED-

capsule bulbs connected in series produced. Furthermore the size, weight and capacity of different 

solar cell modules, batteries, and electronic components were studied.  

4.4.3 Final Concept 

The research resulted in the final concept, see Figure 9. A solar cell connected to a box with a 

battery, and outputs for LED-capsule bulbs as well as mobile phone charging. 

 

Figure 9. First sketch of the final concept 
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4.5 Choice of Battery 

The matrix for the lead-acid battery and the two lithium-ion batteries weighed against the previously 

mentioned criteria is shown in Table 4. The matrix shows that the most optimal choice for this 

project is the lithium-iron-phosphate battery (LiFePO4).  

Table 4. Weighted decision matrix of the choice of battery 

Criteria Weight 

(1-5) 
Lead Acid (Pb) Lithium Iron 

Phosphate 

(LiFePO4) 

Lithium Cobalt 

Oxide 

(LiCoO2) 

  W v t v t v t 

Volume to capacity ratio 3 2 6 4 12 5 15 

Weight to capacity ratio 3 2 6 4 12 5 15 

Pricing 5 5 25 3 15 2 10 

Expected lifetime 3 2 6 5 15 3 9 

Self-discharge 2 3 6 5 10 5 10 

Charge 5 4 20 3 15 2 10 

Safety 5 2 10 3 15 1 5 

Heat resistance 5 2 10 4 20 4 20 

Environmental impact 3 1 3 3 9 1 3 

Total score 
  

92 
 

123 
 

97 

Ranking 
 

3 1 2 

 

4.6 Choice of Lamps 

Since high lifetime, high light flow, low energy consumption, and durability could be proofed, LED-

lamps were chosen even though the price was a higher. This lamp was expected to be the best over 

time for this project and for the user in the target village. 
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5 CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

This chapter presents the calculations made when choosing the technical components for the system 

followed by a description of the components. The construction of the regulator box and the 

connections in the system are also defined. 

5.1 Calculations 

Calculations were made to decide which major components to incorporate in the system. These were 

the solar panel, the regulator, the battery, and the lamps. The solar panel was chosen according to its 

dimensions to ensure the possibility of transportation, and its effect output. The choice of solar panel 

directed the choice of regulator, since the two had to be compatible. As it was decided upon to use a 

12 V lithium-ion battery, only 12 V LED-lamps were considered. The lamps were valued according 

to their output effect in relation to their luminosity. The capacities for the battery and the chosen 

lamp, provided by Abatel and Clas Ohlson, are put in relation in Table 5 below. 

Table 5. The values for the specific battery and the chosen lamp 

 Battery LED-capsule bulb 

Effect  99 Wh 1,5 W 

Current  7.5 Ah 125 mA 

Voltage 13.2 V 12 V 

The aim was to get high luminosity, low energy consumption per lamp, and a long burn time.  The 

wanted burn time was decided to three hours, which was considered to be a reasonable time since it 

enabled lighting from sundown to approximately 9 PM. The total amount of current given from the 

battery was decided by dividing the ampere hours for the battery with the chosen burn time  

       

   
       (1) 

The total amount of current provided by the battery and power consumption of each lamp gave the 

number of lamps that could be used in the system according to (Johansson, et al., 2006) 

(1)   
   

        
    (2) 

The number of lamps was decided to 21, which enabled the division of the lamps in seven groupings 

consisting of three lamps each. 

Each component is described more closely in the following section. 

5.2 Technical components 

The technical components are described individually and the materials and tools that were used are 

listed in Appendix 6 – Tools and Materials, and price information of each component can be found 

in Appendix 7 – Price List of Components. 

5.2.1 Lamp System 

The lamps were attached into lampholders that were inserted in wire connectors. In order to get a 

better spreading of light the conductors of the lampholders were reinforced with steel wire, which 

enabled adjustment of the lamps.  
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 Cable 

A total of 40 m of 0.75 mm
2
 thick cable from ELFA Distrelec (20 m of each polarity) was buried in 

the ground from the main house to the paillote. The 1 mm
2
 thick cable with the length of 80 m was 

used to connect the remaining lamps indoors and the yard lamps. The cable from Kikwit can be seen 

in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10.  The red cable is positive and the yellow negative 

 LED- Capsule Bulb 

The system was formed by 21 unpolarized LED-capsule bulbs with a G4 outlet from Clas Ohlson 

and a capacity of 1.5 W each. The expected lifetime of the lamps was 20 000 hours and the 

luminous flux 120 lumen. One single lamp consisted of 15 diodes and had two connection points 

without a specific polarization, see Figure 11. The LED-capsule bulb had a length of 34 mm and a 

width of 16 mm. 

 

Figure 11. The type of LED-lamp used in the system 

 Wire Connector  

The lamps were planned to be connected in groups of three using Wago Terminal Blocks from Clas 

Ohlson suitable for five conductors, see Figure 12. This meant that 14 wire connectors were needed. 

Each grouping had two wire connectors; one positive and one negative. The maximal capacity a 

wire connector could take was 400 V and the inserted conductors could have a thickness of up to 4 

mm
2
 and hold a current of 32 A (Farnell element14, 2010). The dimensions of the wire connector 

were 26.6×20.5×14.5 mm (L×W×H). 

 

Figure 12. A quality wire connector with five outlets that can be opened and closed 
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 Lampholder 

The LED-capsule bulbs were inserted into low-voltage porcelain sockets with G4 inlets and a 

diameter of 17 mm, see Figure 13. The lampholders can take a current up to 6 A and a voltage of 24 

V. The sockets were connected directly to the wire connectors. 

 

Figure 13. The type of lampholder used for the lamps 

5.2.2 Regulator Box 

A plastic shell was printed with a 3D-printer and was custom made to fit all the electronic 

components described below inside. The box was sealed with a bottom lid made of plexiglass. 

 Banana Plug and Terminal Pin Screws 

Two banana plugs with a diameter of 4 mm were used for the connection, see Figure 14. The color 

red was used to mark a positive polarization and the color black negative. The colors also worked as 

indicators for the user during connection. They were purchased at ELFA Distrelec. 

 

Figure 14. The type of banana contact used for the connection of lamps 

The banana plugs were inserted into terminal pin screw sockets, see Figure 15, which were screwed 

on the regulator box. The terminal pin screws were donated by Staffan Qvarnström at KTH. The 

conductors connecting the terminal pin screws and the regulator were connected to the terminal pin 

screws using ring cable lugs, also donated from KTH. 

 

Figure 15. A type of terminal pin screw 

 Battery 

A 13.2 V LiFePO4-battery was ordered from Abatel. It had the capacity of 7.5 Ah, 99 Wh, and 

consisted of five cells wrapped in black plastic, see Figure 16, and weighed 1 kg. The dimensions of 

the battery were 132×78×51 mm (L×W×H). 
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Figure 16. The battery 

 Cigarette Lighter Socket 

An outlet for cigarette lighters was incorporated to broaden the area of usage, see Figure 17. It 

enabled the connection and charging of different devices such as mobile phones and portable DVD-

players. The conductors connecting the cigarette lighter socket and the regulator were connected to 

the cigarette lighter socket using flat cable lugs donated by Staffan Qvarnström at KTH. The 

cigarette lighter socket was purchased at Kjell & Company. 

 

Figure 17. The cigarette lighter socket 

 Regulator 

To convert the incoming voltage from the solar panel and make it suitable for the battery a regulator 

with screw terminals for cables was added. The regulator functioned as a control panel for the 

system with differently colored lamps for battery status and charge indication. The whole system 

could be controlled by the on/off-switch on the regulator, see Figure 18. The regulator had a PWM 

controlled charging with temperature compensation and could take a current of 10 A. It had a built-

in protection from deep-discharge, overcharge and reverse polarity. The dimensions of the regulator 

were 133×70×33 mm (L×W×H) and it weighed 160 g. 

 

Figure 18. The regulator 
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5.2.3 Solar Panel 

The panel was bought from Clas Ohlson and had the capacity of 80 W. The solar panel consisted of 

an anodized aluminum frame that held the high-efficient polycrystalline cells, which were protected 

by a hardened glass, see Figure 19. The maximal output of the solar panel was 17.2 V and the 

maximal system voltage allowed was 600 V. All electronics were located on the backside of the 

panel were the connection points were situated. The dimensions of the panel were 930×670×30 mm 

(L×W×H) and the package weighed 2 kg. 

 

Figure 19. The solar panel 

 UV-resistant Cable 

The cables had a length of length of 20 m in total and a thickness of 1 mm
2
. UV-resistant cable was 

chosen for the connection of the solar panel owing to its sun resistant quality and thereby the 

lifetime of the system was improved. The conductors were inserted in the regulator box through a 

cable gland made of EPDM-rubber. The cable left over from the installation was used wherever the 

conductors were exposed to sunlight and weather. 

5.3 Construction of Regulator Box 

The following section describes the choice of design and manufacturing of the box for all electronics 

in sequential order. 

5.3.1 Design of Regulator Box 

In order to connect the solar panel with the regulator, battery and output system in a safe and 

practical way the interface was decided. The electronics were to be protected whilst the control 

board on the regulator box was to be available for the user. The major components inside the 

regulator box were the battery and the regulator, which both steered the dimensions of the regulator 

box. Two different designs were considered, where in one of them the regulator box was placed in 

front of the battery and in the other on top of it, see Figure 20(a) and (b).  
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Figure 20. (a) CAD-model of regulator placed in front of battery, (b) CAD-model of regulator placed on top of battery 

The only cables that would need an inlet in the regulator box, and a permanent placing, were the 

solar panel cables. The outlets would be for the lamps and for the charging of mobile devices. An 

easy and intuitive way to connect the lamp system would be with banana contacts related to terminal 

pin screws, which is a common way of connection in electronic equipment. For the charging of 

mobile devices an international standard outlet for 12 V, a cigarette lighter socket, was chosen. It is 

commonly used in cars for mobile charging. 

 Choice of Design of Regulator Box 

The design where the regulator box was placed in front of the battery was chosen since it required 

less use of material. The power switch on the regulator was decided to control the system and to turn 

it on/off and was placed at the front of the box. Inputs and outputs were placed on the side of the 

box, see Figure 20. This resulted in two clean sides of the box which enabled placement in a corner. 

The bottom of the regulator box was open to facilitate service of the product, since the outlets on the 

regulator were situated at the bottom of the regulator. A lid in plexiglass was to be used in order to 

easily ensure that moisture have not penetrated the box. 

5.3.2 CAD 

The Computer Aided Design-program Solid Edge was used in order to create a three dimensional 

prototype of the product, see Figure 21. The dimensions were chosen after the measurements of the 

regulator and battery. Different designs were considered for the final choice and the chosen design 

was selected owing to lower use of material by the 3D-printer. Furthermore the final location of the 

box was unknown wherefore a design with the outlets on one single side was considered optimal. 

The measurements for the model are presented in a cutaway view in Appendix 8 – CAD-Drawings. 
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Figure 21. CAD-model of the regulator box 

The CAD-file was transferred to a 3D-printer, which built up the box in ABS plastic in 

approximately 15 hours, see Figure 22. To remove the black support material the box was sunk into 

a bath of acid where it was exposed to ultra sonic waves. The box was left in the bath for 15 hours. 

 

Figure 22. The regulator box just removed from the printer 

Thereafter the box was dried with compressed air to hinder air pockets from forming, prevent the 

enclosing of water, and to enable further work on it, see Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Heidi removes liquid drops with compressed air 
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5.3.3 Fitting of Electronics 

There were three holes in the box, see Figure 21 on page 26, of which the largest was meant for the 

cigarette lighter socket and the two smaller ones for the terminal pin screws connecting the lamps. 

The diameters were 25 mm and 11 mm respectively. These holes were sanded to make the outlets fit. 

One additional 7 mm hole was drilled for the cable gland and the solar panel cables. 

The dimensions of the battery were larger than originally expected so the supportive edge for the 

bottom lid in the box was in one section removed in order to enable insertion of the battery. Four 2 

mm holes were drilled in the supportive edge, one in each corner, to enable an easy mounting of the 

bottom lid. Corresponding holes were drilled in the bottom lid, see Figure 24. All electrical 

components fit inside the box. 

 

Figure 24. Four holes were prepared in the bottom corners 

5.3.4 Finishing 

The surface of the regulator box was polished to get an even surface and it was thereafter cleaned 

from dust with compressed air. To protect and seal the porous plastic shell the outside was painted 

with three cotes of white spray color. 

5.4 Connections in the System 

The connections made in the project were divided into two areas; connection inside the regulator 

box and connection of lamps. In this section both areas are presented. 

5.4.1 Connection inside the Regulator Box 

Inside the regulator box all of the conductors were connected to the regulator with screw contacts.  

A schematic sketch of the connection inside is presented in Figure 25 below. The solar panel and the 

battery were coupled directly. The cables connected to the cigarette lighter outlet and the terminal 

pin screws were linked with a pin-type cable lug and then inserted in the regulator outlet meant for 

the lamps. A photo of the regulator box with electronics inside can be seen in Figure 38  in Chapter 

6.5 – Installation and Testing. 
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Figure 25. A schematic view of the connection inside the regulator box 

 

5.4.2 Connection of Lamps 

The lamp groupings consisting of three lamps were connected according to Figure 26. A photo of 

the lamps can be seen in Figure 36(b) in Chapter 6.5.4 - Installation. 

 

 

Figure 26. A schematic view of the connection of three lamps 
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6 FIELD STUDY IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO 

This chapter presents the field study conducted in the village Lwengo Bassila. It presents the 

mapping of the target village, the culture and everyday life for the villagers, and the school 

environment. This is followed by the installation and testing of the system, and final observations. 

6.1 Target Village 

A small village with 640 inhabitants called Lwengo Bassila, situated two hours from the nearest city 

Kikwit, see Figure 27, was chosen as the target village for the project. The village was selected since 

the contact person in DR Congo, Rigobert Moupondo, was the grand chief there. At the target area 

there was no electricity or pouring water and the average income for a family with eight children 

was 200 USD a year, see Appendix 9 – Interview with Alison Yimbi.  

 

Figure 27. The map of DR Congo, Kikwit is marked with an arrow (source: Nations Online)
5
 

 

                                                 
5
 http://www.nationsonline.org/maps/dr_congo_map.jpg [Accsessed:30 October 2012] 

 

http://www.nationsonline.org/maps/dr_congo_map.jpg
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6.2 Culture 

The people in the village went to different churches on Sundays and were free from all traditional 

work on Thursdays. According to Sida, 50 % of the society is Catholics, 10 % Muslims, and the rest 

protestant communions or of African religion. (Sida, 2009) By an estimate, most of Lwengo 

Bassila’s population belonged to communions like Jehova’s Witnesses but many believe in spirits 

and ghosts. 

The village was well structured; a drawing can be seen in Appendix 10 – Map of the Village 

Lwengo Bassila. The houses were built with bamboo and dried mud. The people were only indoors 

at night when they slept, wherefore the walls were not decorated and there were no furniture.  

It was the grand chief that decided and judged over the village. Everyone listened to, and treated 

Moupondo as a king. No one dared to harm or steal from him due to superstition.  When the grand 

chief entered the village everyone greeted him in a traditional ceremony followed by a party lasting 

all night. The celebration consisted of women and children dancing around in a circle accompanied 

by drums and guitars. Most of the men sat on plastic chairs contemplating life as they drank palm 

wine. 

6.3 Everyday Life 

The women woke up at five o’clock in the morning and started making breakfast to their families, 

just before sunrise. Six o’clock men and children got up. During the day women cooked food, the 

men worked or sat in meetings, and the children went to school. They ate dinner at around three PM, 

which consisted of ordinary fofo (a mix of flour and water) with fish and pondo (the green leaves of 

the manioca plant). The sun went down at six PM and it became totally dark. Around seven o’clock 

it was time for tea, usually with a banana or a piece of bread, where after it was time to sleep.  

The villagers shared a stone oven for baking bread and they cooked all food over open fire, like in 

Figure 28. Children carried water from a water source situated downhill, for washing clothes, dishes 

and drinking.  

 

Figure 28. A woman making food 

The village was a self-supportive farm and together the villagers sold corn, flour and peanuts in the 

town Kikwit from their plantations. That was their main source of income. 
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6.4 School Environment 

The school in Menikongo was situated in the village Katenda approximately 2 km from the village 

Lwengo Bassila were the project was executed. The school buildings consisted of a framework of 

bamboo and wood, which was sheathed in mud. There was one small classroom for each grade that 

had room for around 20 pupils. The furnishing of the classrooms was simple with wooden boards 

resting on two wooden supports each, as school benches, see Figure 29(a). Every classroom had a 

black board, see Figure 29(b). 

 

Figure 29. (a) The school environment, (b) A teacher next to the blackboard in a classroom 

Since the weather in Menikongo was very hot the temperature in the classrooms was high. As 

ventilation and windows there were holes in the walls, as seen on the left side in Figure 29(b). 

6.5 Installation and Testing 

This section presents the work conducted in the village. It describes the testing, planning, 

installation and finalization of the system in a chronological order.  

6.5.1 Initial Test of Components 

After arrival to the village the components were tested to see if they were unharmed after transport. 

One lamp was connected to the regulator, which was coupled to the solar panel and the battery, see 

Figure 30. The system was connected according to the instructions of the regulator. To test the 

battery charge, the components were placed in the sun for one hour.     
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Figure 30. A schematic view of the connection during the initial test of the system 

6.5.2 Placement of the System 

Since the project aim was to install the lamps in a place where as many villagers as possible 

benefited from them, different locations were considered. The possibility to install the lighting in a 

school was investigated but was considered not be optimal. 

In the center of the village lay a hut, called a paillote, which functioned as a public meeting point 

and a judiciary during daytime. The possibility to make the paillote a meeting point and a place for 

social activities after sundown as well was seen. Since the paillote had a thatched roof the solar 

panel could not be mounted on the roof of the paillote due to risk of the roof collapsing. The solar 

panel was therefore placed on the chief’s house with a tin roof and in proximity to the paillote. The 

paillote was chosen as the optimal place and there were requests from the chief on installing lighting 

in his house as well. 

6.5.3 Planning – Measurements and Wiring Scheme 

The dimensions of the paillote as well as the house were measured with a yardstick, see Figure 31, 

and the placing of the lamps was decided. In accordance to the project aim as many lamps as 

possible were to be placed in the paillote and outdoors. There was a fewer number of lamps and wire 

connectors brought along, than areas that preferably would be lit. This lead to that some groupings 

of lamps were planned to have only two lamps instead of three. Single lamps were to be connected 

to the system as well. 
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Figure 31. Effie taking measurements inside the chief’s house assisted by the interpreter 

Strings were hung up in the paillote as markers for where the lamps would be placed, see Figure 32, 

and an approximation of the needed length of cable was made. An electrical scheme of the wiring 

was drawn, see Appendix 11 – The Wiring Scheme. 

 

Figure 32. Effie hanging up string in the paillote 
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Each grouping of lamps was to be coupled with two wire connectors, one being positive and one 

being negative. The wire connectors was then to be linked accordingly, see Figure 33. The lamps 

inside the house were planned to be installed in singles. The idea was to have a total of 14 lamps in 

the paillote; four groupings of three and one grouping with two lamps, four lamps on the outside of 

the chief’s house and three single lamps indoors. The single-lamps, inserted in lampholders, were 

connected directly to the conductors. 

 

Figure 33. Schematic view of connection between the wire connectors for positive  

As the lamps were to be placed indoors as well, more cable than originally planned was needed. 

Consequently more cable was sent for from the nearest town Kikwit. 

The attachment of the solar panel to the roof was discussed and a wooden frame was decided to be a 

good solution. 
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6.5.4 Installation 

The frame for the solar panel was made by men in the village according to instructions. It fitted the 

solar panel inside and had bands of metal in each corner to hold the solar panel in place. The frame 

was mounted in the middle of the roof, see Figure 34(a) and (b), screwed on to the beams through 

the tin roof. The metal bands were attached with nails on the wooden frame and after placing the 

solar panel inside the frame, the bands were secured with screws. 

    

Figure 34. (a) Photo of installation of solar panel, (b) Photo of the chief’s house with the solar panel installed 

The conductor providing the lamps in the paillote with electricity was buried in the ground with the 

help of two village men, see Figure 35. The cable was placed in shrink tubing to shield it from the 

rainfalls, dirt and bugs living in the ground.  

 

Figure 35. Photo of two villagers digging 
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When the extra cable from Kikwit arrived, the lamps in the paillote were installed, see Figure 36(a) 

and (b). The lamps were connected in series and the previously hung up strings were used to hang 

the lamps.  

    

Figure 36. (a) Photo of installation of lamps in paillote, (b) Photo of lamps in the paillote 

After installing the lamps in the paillote the cable was mounted indoors on existing wooden beams 

using cable clamps. Two wire connectors were used in the connection point in the hallway, see 

Appendix 11 – The Wiring Scheme for a sketch of the electrical wiring. The outdoor lamps were 

also installed, see Figure 37. 

 

Figure 37. Heidi connecting one of the outdoor lamps. The paillote is shown in the background 
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With the solar panel and lamps installed the work on the regulator box began. Firstly the terminal 

pin screws (for the banana plug sockets) were attached to the assigned places on the shell. The 

banana plugs were connected to the conductor from the lamps. The battery was then inserted, 

followed by the cigarette lighter socket and the regulator. Thereafter the cables from the solar panel 

were inserted in the box through a cable gland made of rubber and all cords were connected 

according to instructions, see Chapter 5.4.1 - Connections inside the Regulator Box. The inside of 

the box is shown in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38. Photo of inside of regulator box before connection of cords 

A shelf consisting of a piece of wood was mounted on the wall for the regulator box, see Figure 

39(a), (b) and (c). The regulator was held in place by a string of silicone. The silicone was also 

meant to protect the components inside the box from moisture and dirt. 

  

Figure 39. (a), (b) & (c) Photos of the regulator box sitting on the shelf 
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6.5.5 Initial Test of the System 

When everything was installed the system was tried for the first time in the target village. The 

regulator indicated that the solar panel was installed correctly and that the battery was charging. The 

lamps shone when the banana plugs were inserted and the regulator was switched on. After sundown 

the system was switched on and the battery time was measured. The measurement was, however, 

disrupted by a sudden monsoon rain, which continued the throughout the night. The heavy rain and 

the tough wind was the first weather test for the solar panel and the lamps.  

The following day the charging of mobile phones was tested during daytime and after nightfall the 

total time of light was measured. In subsequent tests mobile phones were charged during nighttime 

and observations on how it affected the time of light were conducted. Furthermore the battery 

charging time to fully loaded was noted. 

6.5.6 Installation of Extra Lamp 

When the system had been in use for a couple of days a need of a yard lamp arose, wherefore a lamp 

from the paillote was moved. Figure 40 shows the drawing of more cable to the lamp placed on the 

corner of the house in the background. See Appendix 11 – The Wiring Scheme. 

 

Figure 40. Helpful men drawing the cable between the houses 

6.5.7 Final Adjustments 

The regulator box was finalized and sealed with a bottom lid in plexiglass mounted with four screws. 

The cable gland for the UV-resistant cable was fixed with silicone. 

To protect the yard lamp cable, it was also buried in the ground in shrink tubing. Since there was a 

shortage of conductor, old cable found in the village was used to join the existing ones. 
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6.5.8 Final Test of System 

The system worked well, but the night before leaving the village one lamp stopped working. After 

testing current flow through the cables, the problem turned out to be in the overlapping of old cables. 

Since the problem occurred in such late state there was no time to solve the problem because brand 

new cable was needed. New cable was bought in Kikwit and sent to the village afterwards. Before 

departure from the village, one villager was instructed on how to repair the system.  

6.6 Observations 

To further help the villagers to understand the usage of the system, an information leaflet was made; 

see Appendix 12 – Information Leaflet. The leaflet was made by hand at site with illustrated pictures 

to visualize the use of the regulator. The idea was to use as descriptive, but at the same time 

simplified, drawings to decrease the need of information in text form. The short texts that were 

necessary to incorporate were written in French. After a review of the information leaflet, an oral 

briefing and a demonstration, the villagers were observed when using the system. The observations 

were done systematically, without participation, to ensure that they fully understood the system and 

its usage. 

Distances that were considered to be of importance or interest were measured. The measurements 

were made with Lwengo Bassila as a starting-point. The measured distances were; the distance to 

the ferry, school, police station, water source, plantation, river Kwenga and to a village situated on a 

mountain. The distances were approximated by striding, which was done in the village. Longer 

distances were estimated by measuring the time it took to go travel there by foot. 

Furthermore the height differences between the village and the nearest water source, as well as the 

river Kwenga, were measured. 

Wind speeds were measured with a small hand-held wind gauge whenever it was windy in the 

village. Momentary measurements on wind speed by the river Kwenga and at the village situated on 

a mountain were also made.  
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7 RESULTS 

The results that came out of the field study are described in this chapter. Firstly the results on 

measurements made on the installed system are presented and secondly the results of the 

observation made in the village. 

7.1 Installed System 

The initial test of the system showed that the components were unharmed after transport. 

Furthermore the sun was found to be very powerful. In fact, the solar panel worked even when it 

was upside down and a little elevated from the ground. Since the sun held such great energy, the 

angle in which the solar panel had in relation to the sun had non or very little effect on the output of 

the solar panel. Hence the sloping roof of the chief’s house worked well. 

The time of light after sun down was measured to more than five hours without charging mobile 

phones. If mobile phones or other devices were connected, the time for lightening was reduced to 
approximately four hours. Devices could also be charged during the day without affecting battery 

time. 

The brightness of the lamps in the paillote was assessed subjectively to be sufficient reading light. 

Since the lamps were placed separately in singles the light shone less brightly. The indoor lightening 

was however adequate for navigation and social activities.  

Since the total burn time of the lamps was measured to five hours it meant that either the lamps 

consumed less power or the battery had a higher capacity than initially thought. The two cases were 

calculated on. 

If it was the lamps that consumed less power than stated and the battery had the given capacity, the 

actual power consumption of the lamps was the following. The current obtained from the battery in 

reality was 1.5 A as seen in equation 3 

       

   
       (3) 

which resulted in a power consumption for each lamp of 71.4 mA, see equation 4.  

(3)  
     

  
         (4) 

If the battery had a higher capacity than originally stated and the total power consumption of the 

lamps were 2.6 A, see equation 5, 

                 (5) 

the ampere hours of the battery was 13 Ah, see equation 6, 

(5)                  (6) 

 and the battery voltage of 12 V as shown in equation 7. 
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      (7) 

 

Since the flow of sun was intensive the battery was fully loaded in short time, less than two hours. 

Charging time for one mobile phone depended of quality of the charger and also quality of the 

phones battery. The measurements of charging time in DR Congo and Sweden are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Time measurements for loading of phones in DR Congo and Sweden 

Mobile Type Solar panel in DR Congo Outlet in Sweden 

Iphone 4 1,5 h 1,5 h 

Nokia 3320 2 h 2 h 

It is possible to charge several phones during the day, six to eight phones in total, if only one phone 

is charged at the time. This was proven to be optimal. A multi charger with ten different outlets for 

different types of phones was also tested. Since the multi charger was of low quality the charger 

could only charge several phones at the same time for a short period of time. After a few minutes it 

stopped charging the connected devices. 

7.2 Observations 

After a visit to the nearest school, approximately 2 km away, it was realized that the school was just 

in use during the days. The paillote functioned as a meeting point, as well as a maternity school for 

small children, and was therefore decided to be the optimal placement for the lamps. Furthermore 

the paillote was situated in the center of the yard and the light that sought its way out of the paillote, 

lit up the surroundings.  

The interview with Alison Yimbi was held in the paillote to show that it is a good place for social 

activities after night fall. Reading was done in the paillote to show the villagers one way to use the 

lighting. The brightness of the lamps might however be insufficient for older people.  

At first people were sitting beside the paillote curiously watching the system. During the following 

weeks children dared to go inside to play games and to catch flying bugs. The men started to use the 

paillote as a meeting point after nightfall as well and used it to sit in the light and talk, write and 

read. 

The installed system was quiet, which was something the villagers were amazed by since they only 

had experienced the use of a generator for electricity and lighting. A generator is noisy.  
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The measurements that were made of distances to places of interest are presented in Table 7.  

Table 7. Distances to places of interest from the village Lwengo Bassila  

 Distance from Lwengo Bassila 

Ferry 5-7 km 

School 2-3 km 

Police station 1 km 

Water source 150 m 

Plantation 3 km 

River Kwenga  2-3 km 

Village on mountain 6 km 

 

The height difference between the village and the nearest water source was 50 m and to the river 

Kwenga, situated further away, the height difference was about 80-100 m. The path to the water 

source was narrow, slippery and made of mud. 

The wind speeds were measured on days when the wind blew at its upmost. Even then, however, 

there were only gusts of wind that at a maximum reached a speed of 3.8 m/s. In the village situated 6 

km away on a mountain, the wind blew with 1.2 m/s. Wind measurements taken by the river 

Kwenga, about 3 km away from Lwengo Bassila, showed wind speeds up to 1.1 m/s. 

The disposing and handling of garbage did not exist. All garbage was either buried in the ground, 

thrown out the window (in hopes of it landing in the bushes), or burned. That is why it is important 

to consider what is brought in to the country. The things that you leave behind may very well be left 

in a pile somewhere when you return after five years. 
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8 DISCUSSION 

This chapter describes the discussion and analysis of the project, both regarding the installed 

system and the documentation and observations that were made. Different issues that have come up 

during the project are presented and discussed. 

8.1 Installed System 

The original idea of the project was to give lighting to a school or a public area where as many 

villagers as possible benefited from it. Since the project was done towards a private person and not a 

company, the project took a personal side track with some of the lighting and the box placed inside 

the chief’s house. This can, however, be considered to be a good thing since it will decrease the risk 

of theft. No one would ever steal from the chief out of superstition. The solar panel was mounted 

high and almost in the middle of the roof of the chief’s house, which probably was done to decrease 

the risk of theft. Since this placement was in proximity to the paillote, it was seen as optimal. 

More lamps could have been connected to the system because the burn time was longer than 

expected. It would have been preferable with more outdoor lighting so that the children would have 

had better visibility when they played. On the downside this would have decreased the burn time. 

The source of why the burn time of the lamps was higher could have been determined by a current 

meter. With a current meter the actual power consumption of the LED-capsule bulbs would have 

been defined over time and a drop in voltage could have been detected. A drop of voltage, which 

results in that the lamps require less current, is a reasonable explanation for the increased burn time. 

The length of cable brought from Sweden was calculated to be enough for the original purpose of 

lighting a school or a building. Since the lamp scheme was extended, more cable was bought from 

the nearest town Kikwit. The new cable did not hold up to the same standards as the one brought 

from Sweden, which is why it is important to bring more material than one think one needs for the 

project, and then even more.  

The repair of the system will probably be problematic, even though the whole system is designed in 

a way to enable the replacement of components. The electrical components in DR Congo are 

sometimes more expensive and of poorer quality. Furthermore there is a risk of professional 

reparation being inaccessible due to the location of the village.  

It was of great importance that the interface of the system was intuitive and that products on the 

Congolese market were compatible with the cigarette lighter socket. Otherwise the charging feature 

of the installed product would be unused. 

Due to the increased area of lightening, it would have been optimal with switches to control the 

system and the lamps inside individually. 

Lamp shades and lenses could have been used to the spread of light further. The lamps in the 

paillote could also have been more spread out to increase the area of lightening, but this would have 

required the use of more cable. What is more, the system would have been more fragile with an 

increased number of connection points. 
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The cigarette outlet on the regulator box was a good feature of the system. On the downside, the 

existing phone chargers in the country were not of the best quality. Even though the chargers at hand 

were meant for charging several phones at the same time, the phones were to be charged one by one. 

The color of the regulator box was chosen to be white to minimize heat. In retrospect a darker color 

would have been desirable because the box was placed indoors out of reach for the sun’s rays, but in 

a place where settled dust and bat excrement was visible on a white surface. Furthermore the 

placement of the box, desired by the chief, was surprising because it was high up on a wall. One can 

assume that they wanted to place it there to minimize the risk of theft but ergonomically, and from a 

user’s point of view (at least for us Swedes), the placement was not preferable. 

One of the tests performed on the system was the measuring of how long it took to charge an iPhone 

4 and a Nokia 3220. The measurement on the iPhone 4 was done during daytime when the sun was 

out. The Nokia 3220 was charged the first hour before sunset and the remaining time after sundown. 

This could have affected the results. The charging of the iPhone 4 was not tested after sunset. It 

would have been optimal to charge both of the phones during daytime and nighttime from 

discharged battery to fully loaded several times, to achieve a good statistical base. This could have 

also given an indication on whether the effectiveness of charging depended on if the power came 

directly from the sun during daytime or from the battery at night. 

According to the QFD made in the beginning of the project most of the goal values were fulfilled. 

The resulting battery capacity, number of outputs, price and charging time was better than first 

calculated. Some of the categories were difficult to measure in reality. Even if the components of the 

system are possible to recycle, it is not self-evident that they will or can be recycled in DR Congo. 

There is a risk of explosion if the battery is put in fire. The system was not tested if it actually was 

water resistant or how it handled air humidity; observations showed that moisture did not get 

through the regulator box shell. Furthermore the heat resistance of the battery was not tested further 

than 38 degrees in the shadows. 

The system could successfully power different electrical products at the same time and was safe to 

use. Hopefully this system can provide a business for the villagers in the future. Since the average 

income was less than 200 USD a year and the villagers earned most of their money conjointly, a 

business plan must be customized to suit the village’s needs.   

8.2 Documentation and Observations 

The velocity of the wind was measured on the days when the wind blew at its upmost and still the 

gusts of wind never reached over 3.8 m/s. These conditions are not suitable for the use of a wind 

turbine that requires a constant flow of more powerful wind. The measurements were done in a 

period of 21 days. This does not give full perspective of wind velocity during a year, but as the 

measurements were made just when the rain season began, and the wind speed is at its highest, it 

gives a good indication. 
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One untapped resource that was observed was the water that occasionally poured down from the sky; 

the rain. Since there were such heavy rain falls, the gathering of the rain water could easily be 

sufficient for cooking, washing clothes and dishes, flushing the toilet and for personal hygiene. 

The needs in the village were observed to be lighting after dark, the charging of phones, and 

listening to radio. This was confirmed by the villagers in conversations and interviews. Initially, 

before departure, there was not a thought of a TV being something they would have in the village. 

Apparently they are big soccer fans and had the opportunity to watch games played by DR Congo 

while the generator was used when Grand Chief visited the village. 

All of the longer distances, such as to the school, river, ferry, police station, and a nearby village 

were approximated by measuring the time it took to walk there. This results in the values being 

somewhat imprecise, although they do give a good indication of the actual distance. The shorter 

distances in the village, like the distances in the village map, were approximated by striding and 

should therefore be used as an indication more than an exact measurement. 

Since the project members did not master the spoken languages in DR Congo, much of the 

information from and communication with the villagers happened via the interpreter with somewhat 

limited skills in English. The interpreter also seemed to have limited knowledge in the language 

spoken in the village – Kikongo. The Swedish-French dictionary brought along for the trip was 

useful. The use of a professional interpreter or an interpreter with some experience would be 

preferable for these kinds of circumstances to ensure that no information is lost or misconceived. 
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9 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

To facilitate further development in the village this chapter presents some suggestions for the future. 

Right in the beginning, questions regarding whether other batteries, beside the installed one, could 

be charged with the system as well were raised among the villagers. This possibility could be a 

future development of the system. Another development could be regarding the lighting of the lamps. 

The system could be constructed in a way so that the lamps automatically light up when it gets dark. 

In this way the system is not depending on a person turning them on every night. 

9.1 Future Project Suggestions 

A future project suggestion is to focus on the economical aspect in the village and on how to 

increase the monetary inflow. It is important to see the village as a united business and not focus on 

the individual, since that is how the village is structured.  

Since the nearest water source was approximately 150 m away with a drop of 50 m in height down a 

small muddy path another source of water could be preferred. It was noticed that even though the 

rain at times was pouring down, the rain water was not used at all. This can be considered to be an 

untapped resource to spare them from running up and down the slippery path on a daily basis. A 

future project suggestion is therefore the building of a reservoir for rain water. 

Cooking and baking was observed on several occasions. Cooking was done over fire and village 

bread was baked in a clay oven heated with fire, both of which require a lot of fire wood. Since 

cooking and baking was done in the daytime as well as in the nighttime, a solar oven could be 

introduced. Another future project suggestion is the introduction of a water boiler to decrease the 

use of fire wood and reduce cooking time. This entails the generation of electricity in some way.  

A social future project suggestion is to investigate how the standard of education is and see if there 

can be any improvements. One of the most important topics is that there is no sex education. There 

is currently a problem with teenage pregnancies in the village due to lack of information. This leads 

to girls having to drop out of school at the age of 12 because they get pregnant. 
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APPENDIX 1. Interview with Marcus, Miza Landström and Rigobert 
Moupondo 

This is the summary of the initial discussion held in Stockholm, Sweden, the 17
th

 of May with 

Marcus and Miza Landström. The chief of the village in DR Congo was contacted via Skype during 

the meeting. 

What can you tell us about DR Congo? 

Congo is the richest country by natural resources; gold, 

diamonds, cobalt etcetera and the land area is just as big as 

Western Europe.  

Back in the days Congo was named Zaire. Good to know: 

 The finest district in Kinshasa is Gombi 

 It is totally forbidden to photgraph in the capital 

Kinshasa 

 One hour time difference compared to Sweden. 

 You find the Swedish embassy  at Boulevard 

Colonel 

 Grand Hotel Kinshasa has a high security with 

plenty of guards 

 Sodeico Office center is Miza’s father’s Service 

Company 

 Miza’s father is chief of 13 villages but he lives in 

Kinshasa. 

 There are some waterfalls in Kinshasa 

 Miza has a famous brother who works as an artist. 

His name is Mohombi 
 

Where in DR Congo is the village situated? 

After landing in Kinshasa you take the car for 9-12 hours to 

the town Kikwit. Kikwit is the fourth greatest town in DR 

Congo. All the villages are situated close to Kikwit. 
 

How far is it to the unstable war areas? 

Far, if you have heard of Joseph Kony from Uganda. They are 

situated near the land-frontier of Uganda. The most dangerous 

place is South Kivu, near Rwanda. But you will never go 

through unsafe areas; they are situated in the North eastern 

parts of Congo. 
 

The village and the surroundings are safe. The people are just 

poor. According to the embassy Congo is safer than Kenya 

and South Africa.  
 

How is the society? 
They might cheat you on money since the people are poor. In 

the village the people are superstitious. The country is corrupt 

so most of the people can be bribed. A salary for a police 

officer is 50 USD a month. 5 USD is a lot of money. If 

someone says no, it is probably because he or she wants a 

dollar for the inconvenience. But, that is not a big problem, it 

is a part of their culture. 

The differences between the rich and poor people are huge. 

Congolese people have a different mentality. They are lazy, 

time is not important. 

How do you travel to DR Congo? 

Use Ethiopian Airlines, Brussels Airlines or Air France. Book 

your tickets as soon as possible. The airport N’Djili is placed 

40 min outside Kinshasa. 

 

How do we get Visa? 

When you decided to visit Congo, you will leave your 

passport to Miza. She will fix it. 

 

Where can we stay? 

You will stay with Miza’s father Rigo. He has a house in 

Kinshasa, a house in Kikwit, and a house in the village 

Lwengo Bassila. There is no electricity, but Rigo has a 

generator. The mobile service is bad and it is good to have a 

radio. 
 

Is there any facilities? 

You bring water with you to the shower and you cannot flush 

the toilet. 
 

What do they eat? 

Bananas, fofo and nuts. Bring some food, canned food or 

dried food. 
 

Is there any common diseases? 

Bring water purification tablets and it is important to 

vaccinate against yellow fever. You should also eat malaria 

profylax, for example we have used Malerone. 
 

Where can we find internet? 

In Kinshasa 
 

What kind of possibilities for making prototypes is there? 

You can find material in Kinshasa and Kikwit. Some things 

are more expensive in Kinshasa. You can find cables in 

Kinshasa. If they got some special material we will find it. 

We have contacts. 
 

What can we do to help? 

They need everything. Schools for the children are needed.  

The distance to transport sick people is long. They need 

bicycles. There is no electricity, when it gets dark you will 

see nothing. They have no pouring water or springs and it is 

far to the nearest source, 50 meters height difference. It is 

often the children that carry the water since their mothers 

cannot stand it. They do not water plants. But they have 

access to water throughout the year. 

What can you do is to construct a wind turbines or weaker 

current that is sufficient enough for lamps, radios and mobile 

phones. 
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APPENDIX 2. Interview with Miza Landström  
This is the summary of the interview conducted in Stockholm, Sweden, the 25

th
 of July before 

departure to DR Congo. Miza Landström is the daughter of the chief Rigobert Moupondo and has 

been the main Congolese contact in Sweden. The questions were asked in Swedish. 

 

Weather 

How is the weather in DR Congo? 

Like here in Sweden 

 

How cold is it in the night? 

About 10-15 degrees. 

 

How warm is it during the day? 

Like in the Swedish summer 

 

Clothes 

What kind of clothes should we bring with us? 

The same clothes as you use in Sweden.  

 

Should we bring rainwear with us? 

Yes, because the rain season will start and the village is dirty. 

Bring rubber boots and rainwear. 

 

How do the people in DR Congo dress? 

Like us. 

 

What kind of shoes should we bring? 

Ordinary shoes, and rubber boots 

 

What will we sleep on?  

I think my father will buy foam mattresses 

 

Should we bring foam mats with us? 

If you want to. 

 

 

Conditions 

Is there anything in particular we have to consider during 

our stay in DR Congo? 

No, people are friendly 

 

What kind of tools are there that we can use? 

You should bring everything you can with you. I am sure you 

can find similar tools there as you can here in Sweden, but the 

quality can be poorer. You should send a list of what you 

need to my father so he can arrange it before you arrive. 

 

What does the school look like? 

I don’t remember exactly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Questions 

Should we contact the Swedish Embassy before departure? 

Yes 

 

What should we give in compensation for accommodation? 

I think my father will pay for the accommodation. You do not 

have to give anything in compensation, I mean, you are doing 

this project for them and that is a thank you enough. 

 

What kinds of presents are reasonable to give the people 

in the village? 

Clothes, salt, soap. The children like candy and toys. 
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APPENDIX 3. Risk Analysis of the Project 
This appendix shows the risk analysis for the project done according to the Risk Assessment 

Guideline (RAG) were the risk was assessed as the product of probability of the risk occurring and 

the severity of it. Probability was scored from 1 to 5 where the score one was a low-probability risk 

and five a high. Severity was scored equally where one signified the lowest degree of severity and 

five the highest.  

Risk 
Probability 

(1-5) 
Severity 

(1-5) 
Score 
(PxS) 

Action to Prevent/ 
Manage Risk 

Organizational     

Communicational difficulties due to 

linguistic and cultural differences in DR 

Congo 
5 2 10 

The use of an interpreter and the gain of 
understanding by experiencing, 

accepting and observing the local 

environment. Detailed pre-study of the 
local culture. 

Failure to meet deadline for project 2 5 10 
Detailed project planning with 

continuous feedback 

Failure to meet schedule for pre-study 3 4 12 
Detailed project planning. Worst case 
scenario; postpone trip to DR Congo. 

Loss of information 3 3 9 
Continuous updates on backup files. 

Keeping information on different 

sources; computer, USB and on paper. 

Loss of material due to theft 3 4 12 
Keeping backups, purchasing of 

necessary items at site. 

No allowance to return to Sweden 1 5 5 

Having an adequate Visa with correct 

expiration date. Continuous check up on 
flight information. Contacting airline 

before departure from DR Congo. 

No internet access 5 1 5 
Detailed pre-study and planning. 
Prepare documents continuously for 

future upload.  

Overdrawn project budget 3 3 9 
Detailed budget with a buffer for 

unseen expenses. 

Problems during transportation due to 
regulations 4 5 20 

Announcing the trip to airports and 

airlines. Keeping important certificates 

at hand and electronically 

Shortage in information collected in DR 

Congo 4 3 12 
Detailed pre-study and project planning. 

Thorough documentation at site. 

Shortage of time in DR Congo 1 5 5 
Detailed pre-study and thorough project 

planning. Continuous update of 
checklist at site. 

Technical     

Battery not delivered in time 3 5 15 
Request battery to be sent by freight or 

postpone trip to DR Congo  

Breakage during transportation 5 5 25 
Careful and rigorous packaging of 
sensitive components. 

Lack of material 5 3 15 Purchase at site or in the nearest town. 

System components not compatible 1 5 5 
Detailed planning and continuous 

testing of components 

Unseen technical errors 1 3 3 Detailed planning and testing. 

Health     

Danger of life threatening situations 2 5 10 
Precaution at site; traveling with 

company 

Sickness among the project members 5 3 15 

Preventions in form of vaccinations and 

precaution on site; the use of water 

purification tablets and alcoholic hand 
wash. 
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APPENDIX 4. QFD-Matrix 
The matrix shows the correlation of weighted customer values and product properties. 

 

 

 

  

 Strong relation, valued 9 

 Medium relation, valued 3 

 Weak relation, valued 1 
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APPENDIX 5. Requirement Specification 
This appendix holds the requirements specification for the developed system.  

Solar cell panel, Batteries and Electronics 

Product Property Target Value 
Required/ 

Desired 
Note 

Price 10 000 SEK R For the prototype 

Battery capacity 7,2 Ah D Basic need for  2h of light 

Rechargeable yes R 
 

Input voltage 17,5 V R Solar cell panel 

Output voltage Min. 12 V DC R 
 

Output power 15 W D 
 

Output lumen 1000 lm D 
 

No Ni-Cd technology yes R Environmental reasons 

Non-explosive yes R 
 

Non-flammable yes R 
 

Non-corrosive yes R 
 

Solar cell lifetime 25 years R 
 

Battery lifetime 5 years R 
 

Cable lifetime 25 years D 
 

Number of recharging cycles 1825 times D Once a day in 5 years time 

Heat resistance in operation yes D 
 

Heat resistance when not in use yes R 
 

Charging time 8 h R 
 

Power indicator yes D 
 

Battery balancer yes R 
 

Impossible to over-charge yes R 
 

Possible to repair/changecomponents yes R 
 

Insulated electrical components yes D 
 

Recyclable yes R 
 

Non-toxic to user yes R 
 

Humidity resistancy yes D 
 

Interface and Usability 

Product Property Target Value 
Required/ 

Desired 
Note 

Number of outputs 2 D 
 

Connectable to device yes D 
 

interface standards yes R 
 

Weight max 7 kg D 
 

Size 1000×500×30 D Solar cell panel 

Size 150×80×55 D Battery 

Possible for one person to carry yes R 
 

Possible to use while charging yes D 
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APPENDIX 6. Tools and Materials 
The machines and material used to construct the regulator box are shown in the first column to the 

left and the utensils and material used to install the system in DR Congo are listed in the second 

column to the right. 

Construction in Sweden 

 Computer with Solid Edge 

 3D-printer 

 Acid bath with ultra-sonic waves 

 Compressed air 

 Jig saw 

 Sandpaper 

 White spray paint 

 Drilling machine 

 Screw driver 

 Ruler 

 Pencil 

 Clamp 

 Plexiglass 

Installation in DR Congo 

 Hammer 

 Saw 

 Screwdrivers 

 Screws 

 Nails 

 Cable clamps 

 Steel wire 

 Silicon 

 Electrical tape 

 Pliers 

 Cable strippers 

 Scissors 

 Army knife 

 String 

 Wood 

 Metal band 

 Black paint 

 Shrink tubing 
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APPENDIX 7. Price List of Components 
This appendix is a list of prices of the used components in alphabetic order and their places of 

purchase. The prices are shown in Swedish Krona (SEK). 

 Amount Place of Purchase Price [SEK] 

Banana plug, red and black 2 pcs ELFA Distrelec 65,50 (32,75 

SEK/piece) 

Battery 1 piece Abatel 1 570 

Cable gland 1 piece Clas Ohlson 19 (9,50 SEK/piece) 

Cable, 0.75 mm
2
, black 20 m ELFA Distrelec 79,25 (3,96 SEK/m) 

Cable, 0.75 mm
2
, red 20 m ELFA Distrelec 79,25 (3,96 SEK/m) 

Cable, red 60 m Kikwit, Kongo-Kinshasa 25 (0,42 SEK/m) 

Cable, yellow 60 m Kikwit, Kongo-Kinshasa 25 (0,42 SEK/m) 

Cigarette lighter socket 1 piece Kjell & Company 49,90 

Lampholder 21 pcs Clas Ohlson 399 (19 SEK/piece) 

LED-lamps 21 pcs Clas Ohlson 1 659 (79 SEK/piece) 

Pin-type cable lug, red and 

black 

2 pcs Donated by KTH - 

Regulator 1 piece Clas Ohlson 349 

Ring cable lug, red and black 2 pcs Donated by KTH - 

Solar panel 1 piece Clas Ohlson 2 499 

Terminal pin screw, red and 

black 

2 pcs Donated by KTH - 

UV-cable, 1 mm
2
, black 10 m ELFA Distrelec 103,50 (10,35 SEK/m) 

UV-cable, 1 mm
2
, red 10 m ELFA Distrelec 103,50 (10,35 SEK/m) 

Wire connector 14 pcs Clas Ohlson 117 (19 SEK/5 pcs) 

TOTAL 7 142,90 SEK 

(1 069.51 USD) 
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APPENDIX 8. CAD-Drawings 
This is the CAD-drawing of the regulator box made in Solid Edge. 
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APPENDIX 9. Interview with Alison Yimbi 
This is the summary of the answers, translated from French to English. The interview was 

conducted in the village Lwengo Bassila in Menikongo, Kongo-Kinshasa, the 21
st
 of September. 

Yimbi is the secretary of the chief Rigobert Moupondo and lives in Lwengo Bassila. The 

questions were written in both English and French and the interview was held with the help of an 

interpreter. 

Population 

How many people live in this village? 

640 in Lwengo Bassila and 3 767 in Menikongo. 

How many of them are women/men/children? 

Women: 878, Girls: 1 127, Men: 867, Boys: 895 

How many children does a woman have in average? 

It depends on the woman. Up to eight children is common. 

Is the number of people in the village 

increasing/decreasing/stable? 

Increasing 

When do people usually get up in the morning and when 

do they go to sleep? 

Women get up at 5 am and men 6 am. The women get up 

earlier because they harvest the manioca and dry it in the sun 

and prepare breakfast before the men get up. 

 

Economy 

What kind of professions are there in the village? 

Agricultural farmers, hunters, fishermen, animal farmers. 

What is grown in the village? 

Corn, peanuts, pondo, manioca, soya, rice. It takes three 

months to grow corn and three years to grow pondo. 

How do people earn money? How is the village run? 

They sell their crops. People from Kikwit come to the village 

to by the plants. They also sell fish. The money earned is the 

village’s money and pays for school fees.  

What is the average pay? 

It depends on the season. One bag of manioca sold in the 

village costs 7 000 CDF and sold in Kikwit 12 000 CDF(. A 

family earns approximately 200 000 CDF per year. 

 

Health 

Where is the nearest hospital/medical facility/doctor? 

The nearest hospital is 5 km away. The nearest pharmacy is in 

Katenda 2 km away. There is also a pharmacy in this village 

(Lwengo Bassila) but it is currently under renovation. 

What is the most common decease? 

Malaria 

How many times in average does a person get malaria in a 

year? 

Depends on treatment and how well you protect yourself 

(usage of mosquito repellent, sleeping with a mosquito net, 

etc) 

General 

How old is the village? 

Lwengo Bassila is 22 years and the whole area of Menikongo 

is 40 years old. 

What is the biggest necessity in the village? 

They want to develop, have a good school, and improve and 

modernize their construction of buildings in order to make 

them more durable. Furthermore they want water in the 

village. They also want electricity to charge phones, watch 

TV, and cool medicine. 

Why are you not collecting rain water? 

There are plans on building a reservoir and it is Rigo’s next 

project. 

Does everyone go to school? 

Everyone goes to school. There are four primary schools and 

three secondary.  

How many people own a mobile phone in the village? 

20 persons. 

How common is stealing? 

Not common. People in the village can be trusted but there is 

a road from Kikwit that goes through the village where people 

from Kikwit pass. 

Do you have access to the regulator when Rigo is not here? 

Yes, I have. 
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APPENDIX 10. Map of the Village Lwengo Bassila 
This appendix contains the map of Lwengo Bassila in which the distances were stridden. Beneath 

the map is the explanation for each building according to color. 

Color labeling 

The chief’s house 
 

Cooking areas and food storage  
(the one marked with an O is the clay oven) 

 

Facilities 
 

General building 
 

The generator 

 

Garbage hole 
 

Paillote 
 

Place for washing up  (the chief’s) 
 

The health care facility  
(not in use) 

 

Residences
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APPENDIX 11. The Wiring Scheme 
This appendix shows the wiring scheme for the system. The installed lamps powered by solar energy 

are marked with a circle with an S and the existing lamps connected to the generator are marked 

with the letter G. The wiring for the installed system is marked with grey lines. The location of the 

regulator box is marked with a box with an R on it. The extra yard lamp that was added in arrears is 

marked with an asterisk. 
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APPENDIX 12. Information Leaflet 
Here is the simplified information leaflet made for the regulator with pictures and short descriptions 

in French. It was made on site in Lwengo Bassila and is therefore made by hand. 

 

 

 


